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Abstract. Performance evaluation tools play an important role in help-
ing understand application performance, diagnose performance problems
and guide tuning decisions on modern HPC systems. Tools to observe
parallel performance must evolve to keep pace with the ever-increasing
complexity of these systems. In this paper, we describe our experience in
building novel tools and techniques in the TAU Performance SystemR©

to observe application performance effectively and efficiently at scale.
It describes the extensions to TAU to contend with large data volumes
associated with increasing core counts. These changes include new in-
strumentation choices, efficient handling of disk I/O operations in the
measurement layer, and strategies for visualization of performance data
at scale in TAU’s analysis layer, among others. We also describe some
techniques that allow us to fully characterize the performance of appli-
cations running on hundreds of thousands of cores.
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1 Introduction

Tools for parallel performance measurement and analysis are important for eval-
uating the effectiveness of applications on parallel systems and investigating
opportunities for optimization. Because they executes as part of the parallel pro-
gram and process performance data that reflects parallel behavior, measurement
and analysis techniques must evolve in their capabilities to address the complex-
ity demands of high-end computing. Scaling in the degree of parallelism is one of
the key driving requirements for next-generation applications. To address scaling
concerns, performance tools can not continue with traditional techniques with-
out considering the impacts of measurement intrusion, increased performance
data size, data analysis complexity, and presentation of performance results.

This paper discusses approaches for improving the scalability of the TAU
Performance System R© instrumentation, measurement, and analysis tools. Our
perspective looks generally at the maximizing performance evaluation return
to the tool user. This starts with improving the instrumentation techniques to
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select key events interest and avoid the problem of blindly generating a lot of
low value performance data. Section §2 presents a few of the new techniques
in TAU to support more flexible and intelligent instrumentation. Performance
measurement presents a scaling challenge for tools as it places hard requirements
on overhead and efficiency. Section §3 describes TAU’s new measurement capa-
bilities for addressing scale. Scalable performance analysis deals mainly with
concerns of reducing large performance data into meaningful forms for the user.
Recent additions to TAU performance analysis are discussed in Section §4. The
paper concludes with thoughts towards future extreme-scale parallel machines.

2 Instrumentation

2.1 Source Instrumentation

For probe-based performance measurement systems such as TAU, instrumen-
tation is the starting point for thinking about scalability because it is where
decisions are made about what to observe. It is also where automation becomes
important for tool usability. TAU has traditionally relied on a source-to-source
translation tool to instrument the source code. Based on the PDT (Program
Database Toolkit) [6] static analysis system, the tau instrumentor [4] tool can
insert instrumentation for routines, outer loops, memory, phases, and I/O oper-
ations in the source code. While source code instrumentation provides a robust
and a portable mechanism for instrumentation, it does require re-compiling the
application to insert the probes. While not directly affected by scaling, source
instrumentation can become somewhat cumbersome in optimizing instrumenta-
tion for efficient measurement.

In the past, TAU addressed the need to re-instrument the source code by
supporting runtime instrumentation (via the tau run command) using binary
editing capabilities of the DyninstAPI [2] package. However, dynamic instru-
mentation requires runtime support to be efficient at high levels of parallelism
since every executable image would need to be modified. Techniques have been
developed in ParaDyn to use a multicast reduction network [9] for dynamic in-
strumentation control, as well as in TAU to use a startup shell script that is
deployed on every MPI process and then instruments and spawns an executable
image prior to execution [10,7].

2.2 Binary Instrumentation

To address both usability and scalability issues, we implemented binary instru-
mentation in TAU using re-writing capabilities of DyninstAPI. This allows us to
pre-instrument an executable instead of sending an uninstrumented executable
to a large number of cores just to instrument it there. By re-writing the exe-
cutable code using binary editing, probes can be inserted at routine boundaries
pre-execution, saving valuable computing resources associated with spawning
a DyninstAPI-based instrumentor on each node to instrument the application.
The approach improves the startup time and simplifies the usage of TAU as no
changes are introduced to the application source code or the build system.
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Fig. 1. Using a POSIX I/O interposition library, tau exec shows the volume of I/O
in an uninstrumented application

2.3 Instrumentation via Library Wrapping

While this is a solution for binary executables, shared libraries (dynamic shared
objects or DSOs) used by the application cannot be re-written at present. If the
source code for the DSO is unavailable, we are left with a hole in performance ob-
servation. To enable instrumentation of DSOs, we created a new tool, tau wrap,
to automate the generation of wrapper interposition libraries. It takes as input
the PDT-parsed representation of the interface of a library (typically provided
by a header file) and the name of the runtime library to be instrumented. The
tau wrap tool then automatically generates a wrapper interposition library by
creating the source code and the build system for compiling the instrumented
library. Each wrapped routine first calls the TAU measurement system and then
invokes the DSO routine with the original arguments. The wrapper library may
be preloaded in the address space of the application using the tau exec tool
that also supports tracking I/O, memory and communication operations[12].
Preloading of instrumented libraries is now supported on the IBM BG/P and
Cray XT5/XE6 architectures.

The ability to enable multiple levels of instrumentation in TAU (as well as
runtime measurement options) gives the user powerful control over performance
observation. Figure 1 shows how the volume of read and write I/O operations
can be tracked by TAU using library-level preloading of the POSIX I/O library
in tau exec. If callpath profiling is enabled in TAU measurement, a complete
summary of all operations on individual files, sockets, or pipes along a program’s
callpath can be generated, as shown in Figure 2. Here we have instrumented
MPI operations (through the standard MPI wrapper interposition approach). In
doing so, we can now see how MPI routines like MPI Allreduce invoke low-level
communications functions, typically unobserved in other performance tools.

The linker is another avenue for re-directing calls for a given routine with
a wrapped counterpart. For instance, using the GNU ld --wrap routine name

commandline flag, we can surround a routine with TAU instrumentation. How-
ever, this approach requires each wrapped routine to be specified on the link line.
While onerous, this could be automated (and TAU does), but one may exceed
the system limits for the length of the command line if a lot of routines are de-
sired. Using a combination of wrapped instrumentation libraries with re-linked or
re-written binaries provides complete coverage of application and system library
routines without access to the source code of the application.
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Fig. 2. I/O statistics along a calling path reveal the internal workings of MPI library
showing the extent of data transfers for each socket and file accessed by the application

2.4 Source and Compiler Instrumentation for Shared Libraries

When the source code is available for instrumentation, direct source instrumenta-
tion of static or shared libraries can be done automatically using TAU’s compiler
scripts (tau cxx.sh, tau cc.sh, and tau f90.sh). The purpose of these scripts
is to replace host compilers in the build system without disrupting any of the
rest of the build process. TAU also supports compiler-based instrumentation
where the compiler emits instrumentation code directly while creating an object
file. This is supported for IBM, Intel, PGI, GNU, and Pathscale compilers at
present. Source-based instrumentation involves deciphering and injecting rou-
tine names as parameters to timer calls in a copy of the original source code.
While shared object instrumentation is relatively easy to implement in source-
based instrumentation, it poses some unique challenges in identifying routine
names for compiler-based instrumentation. Compiler-based instrumentation in
statically linked code is easier to implement because the address of routines does
not change during execution and is the same across all executing contexts. The
address may be mapped to a name using BFD routines at any point during the
execution (notably at the end of the execution).

On the other hand, dynamic shared objects, by their very nature, load position-
independent object code at addresses that are assigned from an offset using a
runtime loader. The same routine may be loaded at a different address in differ-
ent executing contexts (ranks). Also, as the application executes, different shared
objects represented by Python modules may be loaded and unloaded, and the
map that correlates addresses to the routine names changes during the execution
of the application. This address map (typically stored in the /proc file system
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under Linux) cannot be queried at the end of the execution as the addresses
may be re-used and shift as different shared objects are brought in and out of
the executing process.

To handle instrumentation of shared objects, we examine the address ranges
for the different routines after loading a shared object and determine the map-
ping of routines names and their addresses, dynamically in each context. This
simplifies object code instrumentation in dynamic shared objects and we need
only store these address mappings for shared objects that are loaded during
execution. During execution, compiler-based instrumentation generates events
and calls the measurement library. Events from C and Fortran languages typi-
cally map directly to their routine names. C++ events need an additional de-
mangling step. Events from multiple layers co-exist in the executing context and
performance data is generated by each context separately.

Providing robust support for selecting events to observe is important for giv-
ing optimal visibility of performance. TAU integrates several instrumentation
approaches in a cohesive manner allowing a user to slice and examine the per-
formance across multiple application layers at an arbitrary level of detail. By
providing access to instrumentation hooks at multiple levels of program trans-
formation, the user can refine the focus of instrumentation to just the relevant
part while reducing the overhead by not instrumenting application constructs
that may not be pertinent to a given performance experiment, thereby reducing
the volume of the performance data generated.

3 Measurement

The scaling of parallel performance measurement must meet critical require-
ments. Most importantly, it must impact application’s performance a little as
possible. However the choice of what and how to measure is not that simple.
Every performance measurement system will intrude on the execution. It is im-
portant then to optimize the balance between the need for performance data
and the cost of obtaining it. Our goal in TAU is to provide flexible support for
making optimal choices concerning measurement type and degree.

3.1 Parallel Profiling

TAU provides both parallel profiling and tracing in its measurement system.
Parallel profiling characterizes the behavior of every application thread in terms
of its aggregate performance metrics such as total exclusive time, inclusive time,
number of calls, and child calls executed. A rich set of profiling functionality is
available in TAU, including callpath profiling, phase profiling, and parameter-
based profiling, that offers choices in scope and granularity of performance mea-
surement. Although parallel profiling records minimal temporal information, it
is the recommend first measurement choice in TAU because it allows significant
performance characterization and runtime performance data is of a fixed size.
All profiling measurements take place in a local context of execution and do not
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involve synchronization or communication. This keeps it lightweight in overhead
and intrusion even as the number of threads of execution scales.

However, the largest systems available now have exceeded many of the tradi-
tional means of profile data output, collection, and analysis. Tools like TAU have
historically written process-local profile files. This method no longer scales to the
largest systems since it creates challenges at multiple levels. It can excessively
slow down the execution of the application job by creating potentially hundreds
of thousands of files. The metadata operations to simply create this number of
files have been shown to be a significant bottleneck [3]. After execution, the
huge number of files is very difficult to manage and transfer between systems. A
more subtle problem is that TAU assigns event identifiers dynamically and lo-
cally. This means that the same event can have different IDs in different threads.
Event unification has typically been done in TAU in the analysis tools. Unfor-
tunately, this requires verbose and redundant event information to be written
with the profiles. Thus, not only do we end up with multiple profile files, they
contain excessive information.

The TAU project has been investigating these two issues for the past year.
We currently have prototype parallel implementations of event unification and
profile merging. These are built from a MPI-based parallel profile analyzer that
runs at the end of the application execution[15]. By using an efficient reduc-
tion layer based on a binomial heap, the unification and merging operations are
implementation is portable and fast. We have tested it on over 100,000 cores
on a Cray XT5 and IBM BG/P. More generally, we are looking to improve the
scalability of online profile-based performance measurement. A TAU monitoring
system is being implemented that uses scalable infrastructure such as MRNet to
provide runtime access to parallel performance data [8,15].

Moving forward, we plan to implement various forms of on-the-fly analysis
at the end of application execution, to reduce the burden on the post-mortem
analysis tools, and online, to provide data reduction and feedback to the live ap-
plication. For post-mortem analysis purposes, a new file format will be designed
to contain multiple levels of detail and pre-computed derived data (e.g., from
the runtime parallel analysis). This will allow the analysis tools the ability to
read only the portions of the overall profile that they need for a given analysis
or data view. In these way, we are confident that we can address the issues of
large scale profile collection and analysis.

3.2 Parallel Tracing

In contrast to profiling, tracing generates a timestamped event log that shows
the temporal variation of application performance. TAU traces can be merged
and converted to the Vampir’s [1] Open Trace Format (OTF), Scalasca’s Epilog
[5], Paraver [13], or Jumpshot’s SLOG2 trace formats. Merging and conversion of
trace files is an expensive operation at large core counts. To reduce the time for
merging and conversion, and to provide more detailed event information, TAU
interfaces with the Scalasca and VampirTrace libraries directly. VampirTrace
provides a trace unification phase at the end of execution that requires re-writing
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binary traces with updated global event identifiers. However, this can be an
expensive operation at large scale.

In the near future, TAU will write OTF2 traces natively using the Score-P
measurement library from the SILC[14] project. It will feature an efficient trace
unification system that only re-writes global event identifier tables instead of
re-writing the binary event traces. If the trace visualizer supports the OTF2
format, it will also eliminate the need to convert these large trace files from one
format to another. This will improve the scalability of the tracing system.

3.3 Measuring MPI Collective Operations

As applications are re-engineered to run on ever increasing machine sizes, track-
ing performance of the collective operations on the basis of individual MPI com-
municators becomes more important. We have recently introduced tracking of
MPI communicators in TAU’s profiling substrate using its mapping capabilities
in parameter-based profiling. TAU partitions the performance data on the basis
of its communicator in a collective operation. Each communicator is identified
by the list of MPI ranks that belong to it. When multiple communicators use
the same set of ranks, the TAU output distinguishes each communicator based
on its address. Figure 3 shows the breakdown of the average time spent in the
MPI Allreduce routine based on each set of communicators across all 32 ranks
in an MPI application. To contend with large core counts, TAU only displays
the first eight ranks in a communicator, although this depth may be altered by
the user while configuring TAU’s measurement library. This is shown for the
MPI Bcast call where all ranks participate in the broadcast operation on the
MPI COMM WORLD communicator.

4 ParaProf Scalable Analysis

Scalable performance measurement only produces the performance data. It still
needs to be analyzed. Analysis scalability concerns the exploration of potentially
large parallel performance datasets. The TAU ParaProf parallel performance
analyzer is specifically built for analysis of large scale data from the largest lead-
ership class machines. It can easily analyze full size datasets on common desk-
top workstations. TAU provides a compressed, normalized, packed data format
(ParaProf Packed format, .ppk) as a container for profile data from any sup-
ported measurement tool. This makes reading of parallel profiles significantly
more efficient in ParaProf.

Analysis in ParaProf takes place in-memory for fast access and to support
global aggregation and analysis views. Basic bar charts support large dataset
with standard scrollbars allowing the detail for each node/thread to be seen in
its own context. Additionally, we present aggregate statistics such as the mean
and standard deviation. Aggregate views such as the histogram display allow a
simplified view of the entire dataset in a single chart.
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Fig. 3. ParaProf’s shows the peformance of a collective operation partitioned by the
communicator

ParaProf uses OpenGL-based 3D visualization support to enhance the inter-
pretation of large-scale performance data. Here, millions of data elements can be
visualized at once and be manipulated in real time. We provide triangle mesh
displays, 3d bar plots, and scatterplots, all with width, height, depth, and color
to provide 4 axes of differentiable data values. For instance, Figure 4 shows a
ParaProf 3D view of the entire parallel profile for the XBEC application on
128K core of an IBM BG/P. Figure 5(left) is an example of ParaProf’s new 3D
communication matrix view showing the volume of point-to-point interprocessor
communication between sender and receiver tasks. Although this is for a smaller
execution, parallel programs larger than 2k processors will necessarily require
such a 3D communications perspective.

Internally, the performance data representation in ParaProf is kept as mini-
mally as possible. Rather than store NxM tables of performance data for each
region and node, we keep sparse lists to allow for differing regions on each node.
Our goal is to apply this to all visualization options where complete information
is being rendered. However, it is also possible to conduct various forms of data
dimensionality analysis and reduction. We have implemented several scalable
analysis operations, including averaging, histogramming, and clustering.

To validate the scalability of TAU’s paraprof profile browser, we synthesized
a large one million core profile dataset by replicating a 32k core count dataset
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Fig. 4. ParaProf 3D browser shows the profile of a code running on 128k cores

Fig. 5. Left: ParaProf’s 3D communication matrix shows the volume of communication
between a pair of communicating tasks. Right: ParaProf’s histogram display showing
the performance of MPI Barrier in a synthesized 1 million core count profile dataset.

repeatedly. While it is cumbersome to scroll through a million lines representing
individual MPI ranks, TAU’s histogram displays are useful in highlighting the
performance variation of a routine across multiple cores. Figure 5(right) shows
a histogram display of the distribution of threads based on their MPI Barrier

execution time. The number of bins partitions the range of the chose performance
metric for an event, and this can be selected by the user. Our goal here was to
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Fig. 6. ParaProf’s shows the profile of a kernel executing on a GPGPU using PGI’s
runtime library instrumentation

ensure that the profile browsers were capable of handling large data volumes and
able to handle displays of millions of cores. We do not have access to machines
with a million cores at present, but such large scale machines are being built
and will be available in the near future.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

Scaling will continue to be a dominant concern in high-end computing, espe-
cially as attention turns towards exascale platforms for science and engineering
applications. High levels of concurrent execution on upwards of one million cores
are being forecast by the community. Parallel performance tools must continue
to be enhanced, re-engineered, and optimized to meet these scaling challenges
in instrumentation, measurement, and analysis.

Scaling is not the only concern. Future HPC systems will likely rely on hetero-
geneous architectures comprised of accelerator components (GPGPU). This will
require development of performance measurement and analysis infrastructure to
understand parallel efficiency of the application at all levels of execution. We are
working closely with compiler vendors (such as PGI and CAPSEntrepriseHMPP)
to target instrumentation of accelerator kernels at the runtime system level. Us-
ing weak bindings of key runtime library events, TAU can intercept and track the
time spent in key events as they execute on the host. For instance, Figure 6 shows
the time spent in launching individual kernels on the GPGPU as well as the time
spent in transferring data from the host memory to the memory of the GPGPU.
Variable names as well as source locations are shown in the profile display.
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However, in general, the heterogeneous environment will dictate what is pos-
sible for performance observation. The challenge for heterogeneous performance
tools will be to capture performance data at all levels of execution and integrate
that information into consistent, coherent representation of performance for anal-
ysis purposes. Heterogeneity introduces issues such as asynchronous, overlapped
concurrency between the CPU and accelerator devices, and potentially limited
performance measurement visibility, making solutions to this challenge difficult.
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